Division 12 - Furnishings

12 20 00 Window Treatments
1. Specify manually-operated shades unless written approval is obtained from the University.

12 35 53 Laboratory Casework
1. Specify doors and drawer fronts of laboratory casework to be solid wood, clear of defects and discoloration. Specify that casework bodies are to be constructed of steel with powder-coat or baked enamel finish.
2. Specify that a full-scale mock-up of laboratory casework is required prior to fabrication of casework to be delivered to the site.
3. There is a Commonwealth contract for lab casework.

12 48 13 Entrance Floor Mats and Frames
1. Specify recessed entrance walk-off mats that can be easily picked up and moved for cleaning. Do not specify entrance grids with carpet inserts.

12 50 00 Furniture
1. Specify that the Contractor shall coordinate the installation of furniture and furnishings with the installation of utilities.

12 61 00 Fixed Audience Seating
1. Fixed seating shall be included in the contract documents.

12 92 00 Site Furnishings
1. Benches for Academic and Residential Zones: Victor Stanley (Dunkirk, MD) Steelsites RB Series 72-inches or 96-inches in “VS Green” (lengths can vary depending on location).
3. Fairfax Campus Bench: Custom Structures, Inc., P18S (Pullman Series w/o back)
5. Prince William Campus Bench: Custom Structures, Inc., P18S (Pullman Series w/o back)
9. Trash Receptacles and Recycling Bins for Natural and Residential Zones:


13. Ash Urns located near designated seating areas and outdoor smoking areas: Creative Pipe (Rancho Mirage, CA) SmokeSnuffer SS-8-PC-SS-C 8-inch Ash Urn with Cigarette Graphic. Color should be RAL 6001 or RAL 6002, based on a sample viewed before color selection is made.


15. Kiosks:
   - Classic Recreation Systems (Arizona) Triangle Kiosk
   - The Table and Ticket Company (West Chicago, IL) Non-illuminated Kiosks
   - Poligon Three-Column Kiosk (Holland, MI)

16. Picnic Tables (umbrella hole and guide (no less than 2” in diameter with plastic ring) to be provided in all tables):
   - Standard Picnic Tables: Victor Stanley, Steelsites Series: Round, RND-363; Square, IPR-48; Rectangular, FRST-6 in “VS Green”.
   - Accessible Picnic Tables (at least one in every grouping, number to be determined by specific situation as approved by Mason): Victor Stanley, Steelsites Series: Round, RND-ACS-2 in “VS Green” – with post mounted in concrete.

17. Bollards: See Division 03 for concrete bollards and Division 05 for metal bollards.